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The Accreditation
Story
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December 2, 1971

by: Barb Ulman

PERFORMANCE OF MIME
ings as prisons, logging camps,
business conventions and
churches.
When he performs at schools,
Mr. Metcalf likes to arrange a
series of workshops with the students as part of his program. Such
workshops , Metcalf explains,
help develop more of an understanding ·of mime, and they give .
the student a stronger frame of
reference in general theatrical understanding.
In speaking of his own work,
His primary interest at the moMetcalf states, "I try to cut across
ment is in expanding an awarethe superficial differences that
ness and appreciation of Mime in
separate human beings, and emthis country. " Wherever I perphasize the shared human exform, in this country," ·. Mr. Metperience. The mime experience
calf says, "I am doing missionary
honestly involves each audience
work. Very few people are really
member. It is the audience memaware of how excitiniz and entertaining a Mime performer can be. · bers' imagination - fears, loves,
desires - that are the other charac~
It is always an exhuberant feeling
for me, when I am able to expose __ ters on the stage. I do, for instance, a piece called fear, which
new people to the art." In that
_ context Mr. Metcalf has taken his is simply the personification of a
show to such diverse surround- man afraid. When it is over, every
Noted American Mime performer, C.W. Metcalf, will perform at UNI Dec. 6, 8- 10 p.m. in
the auditorium. Mr. Metcalf is
presently with the Florida State
University in Tallahassee, Florida as Mime Artist in. Residence.
Over the last several years he had
toured extensively, both with a
mime troup, and most recently as
a solo performer on an American
college and University tour.

member of the audience has exhumed that little black thing that
wakes them up in the middle of
the night, and that is what they
see I have dealt with.
"It is that personal quality of
Mime ", says Metcalf, "that
makes it so powerful and exciting."
His classes at FSU include
work in Karate, gymnastics, Yoga
and juggling, as well as extensive
work in Mime technique, all
geared toward developing the
physical discipline, improved
coordination, communication,
. strength and agility of the actor.
Program Selection:
Mr. Metcalf will perform selections from the following list ...
The Dolphin
Ecology

Fear
The Poet

Pollution
Sparrow

Evolutio

Joy
mirrors
Lumberjack-young & old
Reincarnation

Toddler
Hello
Love

Politician
God

Bureaucracy

The H istory
of America

Salesman
Egg

Space Walk
Dreams

Man&Robot
Man&Monkey
Age

The Begger
Camera

Heart

.
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Changes

The Wall
Population
Gift

Medicine

few days after NCATE's report
For a few weeks now, rumors
was received . President Sachs inhave been flying around about
UN l' s loss of accreditation. First, formed the Senate of the negative
evaluation. Regretably two years
nothing has been lost ; our standIate, the Senate gave the
ing with the North Central AssoCollege of Education control of
ciation of Colleges and Secondary
admission and retention policies,
Schools (the Regional Accrediting Agency) is fine . As a matter of Teacher Education Council (composed of people in Arts and Scienfact, UN I was complimented in
several ways when NCA visited
ces and Education), and a Curin 1966 and in 1970.
- riculum Council.
The rumor going around has to
A letter has been sent to
do with the judgment of NCA TE
NCATE informing the Executive
(and because that is under appeal,
Director of these organizational
NO ACCREDITATION HAS
changes. This appeal requests imBEEN LOST.) The National
Council for the Accreditation of mediate reconsideration of the
Teacher Education, a profes- negative evaluation. Such an appeal is now under consideration
sional school accrediting agency,
made a negative report on the - by the NCATE Council.
structure of the College of EducaNCATE accreditation is not a
tion, not the programs. The group
necessity for future Illinois teachfelt that the College should have
ers. Northeastern has a program
more autonomy and more control
approved by all of the State of
over admission into the certificaIllinois agencies. NCATE accretion program and retention of that
ditation may become important
status.
for a teacher candidate who
None of the College's programs
moves to another state. Some
were criticized, nor were any
courses may not be accepted, so
questions raised about the ability
the candidate will have to spend
of UNI's graduates. Criticisms time and money to meet requirewere directed at the organization ments.
of the University which did not
Until the final word, there is no
allow the College of Education loss of accreditation. As soon as
enough freedom.
the final decision is received from
The Faculty Senate heard of NCATE, the PRINT will be notithese difficulties at a meeting a fied.

What the restoration of the
budget will do for students
The only possible monitary gains for student is the , ·was the trip to Springfield a lesson on how the
fact that handouts can be maintained at the present political system of Illinois does not respond to the
level. This means that extra textbooks will not be nee- desires of the residents of Illinois. The campaign to ,
essary for students to purchase. It means the book override the governor's line-item veto was successful.
.~tores get less of our money, yet we don't lose out on The Legislators responded to our letters and the rally
our education.
on the budget cuts.
The drive to restore the budget did not bring back
We the students will benefit from the following
all the student aide jobs. That's money and learning ' UNI will not close during the May-June 8 week term .
experience that we lost.
credit for graduation will be able to register fo r
The people in Springfield now know where we are, classes. Those who wish to Micro-Teach will be able
but they are not sure that we have the political power to do so, there by not delaying the sequence to student ·
to place people into office.
teaching.
If we continue to show that we the student body of . Those who need a required number of credi t hours
Northeastern are interested in what happens to our I during the year, such as vets and scholarship holders,
school , then we the student body of Northeastern will may complete that required number in May-June.
be able to form our own fu ture.
The acreditation of the school is partially based on
If we do not, the Governor Ogi lvie's of this state the Library holdings and new Acquisitions. T hese
~ill shift us whenever possible ~n? as often as pos- holdings are going to be increased with new books
s1ble. Ifwe want the power of dec1dmg our own future amounting to $50,000.00 of restored Budget cuts .
then we must exercise it as often as possible to remind
Class sizes will not have to be 20 or more studen ts
our public officials that we are alive and we ll and · to be kept. Small classes where much more personal
quite knowledgable.
1attention is possible from teachers are .optimum situChris Eirich ations fo r learning in the present system.
1
·
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EVENTFUL
thursday

2

2-5 p.m.
5-6 p.m.
7:30-9 p.m.

ndh
b- 113
aud

8-10 p.m. ndh

december

fu shia
discussion: u. s.s.r.
benefit concert: neediest
children's xmas fund
newman sponsors the author of
death of christmas

3

december

aud

"circus" with extra-added
attraction: variety show

saturday

4

december

8a.m.

gym

volleyball : uni vs. northern

monday

6

december

2-5 p.m.
8-10 p.m.

ndh
aud

shawn phillips
mime

friday

- 7:30 p.m.

tuesday

7

december

all day
I p.m.

a-lounge
m-100

flea market
sinfonia concert

wednesday

8

december

all day
12-1 p.m.
7 :45- IO p.m.
8 p.m.

a-lounge
b-lounge
aud
gym

flea market
newman club
foreign film
basketball : uni vs. roosevelt

thursday

9

december

all day
I p.m.
5-6:30 p.m.
6p.m.

a-lounge
e. portable
b-113
gym

flea market
black heritage club fil m
discussion : thailand
volleyball: uni vs. chicago state

/I

NOTICE:
ALL MEMBERS of Print Staff
and anyone interested in
writing for the Print
must attend meeting on
Tuesday, December 14th
at 1:00 in E-214

.. '
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Interested in Travel? Bring your ideas and creative abilities to serve on the newest Committee of
the Commuter Center Programs Department.
Several Positions are open on the Travel Committee for new members. You might wi sh to apply
for one of these positions by filling out a brief
application at the office of Carol Burke-Fonte Room E-223 as soon as possible.

oru
Sachs
Speaks
TO: All Members of Northeastern
Illinois University Community
FROM: President Sachs
DA TE: November 24 , 1971
A barrage of anonymous notices questioning the accreditation
of Northeastern has appeared in
the hallways. First let me state that
the accreditation of the entire
University granted by the North
Central Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools is NOT in
question. We have been, and continue to be, fully accredited by
North Central.
s·econd, this has nothing to do
with our status as a Teacher Education Institution with an Approved Program under the Office
of the Superintendent of Public
Instruction. An Approved Program under this office is the best
path to a State Teaching Certificate in Illinois.
T he question of continued
NCA TE (Nati onal Council for
Accreditation of Teacher Education) accreditation has not been
settled. Unless and until a decision
to the contrary reaches the institution that accreditation also
continues.
N A T C e x p re s s e d dissatisfaction with the ti me consum ing process and the way deci sions are made for the Elementary
Teacher · Education Programs.
There was little comment on the
programs themselves and no criticism of our graduates or their
preparation. A record of recent
actions modifying process has
been sent to NCA TE with a
request that they be considered as
responsive to the criticisms.
As soon as a final decision has
been redeived this decision will be
made public.

TlME KILLERS
Did you ever try to watch a X
rated movie on the T.V. set in the
A lounge? If you did, it wasn't on
our T.V.!!! It couldn't have been
on that one because it is a broken
down, delapidated, rejected unattended, incapable, unclear, ,incompetent talking machine.
It also happens to be a known
fact that 99.99999 ... % of the
campus population is not satisfied

those tear sheding soap opera
goers, and to all those who get a
workout from watching sports and
to all those who rely upon the
teachings of channel 11 should
unite in our never ending fight for
improving the educational quality
of this (G .0.) institution. In other
words, we need two decent T .V.'s,
one for each lounge.

Sex Descrim.?

On Friday, August 27th, 1971 ,
Governor Oglivie signed the law
"which extends the protection of
the Fair Employment Practices
Act to cover cases involving sex
discrimination." This is the statement in the Illinois Women's Legislative Bulletin of September,
THE TIME KILLERS
1971 . On page three of this bulleGEORGE KLEIN
tin, instructions to Agencies state:
CHARISSE BERMAN
"an agency is in violation of the
act if it restricts availability of its
services on the · basis of sex, or
maintains separate files on the
basis of sex."
·
Let us look again at the P.E. Department at Northeastern. Are
t h e y participating in Intercollegiate sports which distinctly
eliminates women ? Do they have
Women's Teams and Men's
Teams? Is it satisfactory for
Northeastern which is a brand
new University to cater to "Traditional Roles" for Women ? Today?
What about Health? Is it proper
. .. . today .... for women to be
given a low second rate opportunity to develop their bodies athletica lly? Do Women in the Department ... like ... P.E. Majors .....
answer . . . . "Oh , I don't want to
compete with men.'' Is this the
real human respo nsibility answer
fo r any American .... Man or
Woman? What about the woman's
role in the home ?
Is it Ethical for any Academic
Institution today to teach first that
the Woman's role is in the home, ,
then deny her the right to have a
large family of the many children
a mother would love to have because of Pollution? Is it Ethical to
take away the traditional role of
the woman in the home . ... then
"WONDER WHEN THE ESTABLISHMENT PIGS ARE GOING TO CLEAN UP OUR ENVIRONMENT????" . now allow her to compete according to talents in the market of any
endeavor ... even athletics?What
published, please call Ext. 578 or will the Academic institution
write the information on a note force upon the woman? Will it
and leave it in the Footnotes file by force a dishonest position on her
To: Leaders and Members of Carol Burke Fonte's office (up- in order to magnify the male ego?
What do the chemical of Birth
stairs above the North Dining
Clubs and Organizations
4. How soon, after a lawsuit is From: Activities Calendar ComHall). Information must be sub- Control Pills do to the woman's
brought against the University,
mitted on or before Friday, De- body? No one really knows ..
mittee
What about her fear, even in marwill the elevators be put in GOOD Subject: Activities Calendar for
cember 3, 1971 .
running order?
This student service comes out riage to conceive? What happens
Winter - January to April 1972
FINALLY
of the Commuter Center Activi- to her if she is forced by society to
ties Board (CCAB) . The students kill her own child by an abortion?
5. How much will it cost to put
The student planning comthe elevators in GOOD running
involved are Sue Arendt, Nilda Can she ever really forgive hermittee for the Activities Calendar
order?
Cauley, and Cheryl Webber and self? God is much more forgiving
once again requests information
the other Activities Board Mem- than a person who cannot forgive
Please publicize the answer to
of your organization 's activities
bers. Financial support is solely herself. These are questions that I,
these questions as soon as posand events for the winter trimeswho am a mother of a thirteen year
from student fees.
sible.
ter. The Winter calendar will be
Please share your clubs' ideas of old daughter am asking myself; as
similiar to the blue and green fall
coming events with the rest of the college athletes are not able to
A Staff Member at calendar and Footnotes, the bistudent body through the school compete with me for fear of Coach
weekly reminder sheet, will also be
Northeastern
Faloona that I, at my age, and a
calendar.
published. All information, such
woman, will show them up. Love ,
Sincerely,
as dates, time, place, and admisSarah Polachek
Cheryl Webber
sion fees , which you would liked

Open Letter to Pres. Sachs
I would like the administration
to answer a few questions:
I. How much has it cost the
University, in the past five or six
years, to repeatedly fix the eleva. tors?
2. How much , in lost time for
faculty and staff (while waiting for
the elevators or walking up five or
six flights of stairs), has the badly
functioning elevators cost the
University ? 3. How soon, after
someone is injured, will the elevators finally be put in GOOD running order?

with their schedules. Therefore,
the least that this wonderful , marvelous university of ours could do
is provide some entertainment to
kill all the extra time we have been
fortunate to be awarded.
The perfect solution to all the
proble·ms of this school would be
to get rid of that broken down, de- ·
lapidated, rejected, unattended,
incapable, unclear, imcompetent
talking machine, and get two talking & viewing miracle boxes
(T.V.'s) to enlighten us. To all

FOOTNOTES

PRINTABLES
Hi! We are the PRINT staff. We walk, talk, write, take pictures, and have ·
a good time up in our office in E-214. But we're missing somethingYOU! We want you to be a PRINT staffer too. How? Take pictures, write
articles, and when you really get mad, write us an editorial. If you can't
write every week, that's OK, let us know. Corne up and see us sometime ·
or call at ext. 270 or 577.·
WHO TO BLAME IF WE FORGET SOMETHING
Brian Kilmnick (Editor), Cathy Jones (Managing [the] Editor), Barb
Ulman (Manages the Managing Editor), Jane Green (News Editor), Jack
Challem (Photography Editor), Stu Weinstein (Photographs the Photography Editor), Fran Camberis, (Business Manager).
.
IRREGULAR REGULARS
Scott Roudebush, Dean Strassburger, Dana Mentgen, Eugene Barnes &
Debbie Washington , John Gaughan, Steve Goldstein & Barry Feder,
Hector Luis Rosario & Miguel A. Rios
HELPIIII Ill !11111
Bill Bayer, Sandy B6mp, Cele Connolly, Larry Teren, Steve Gaffen, Tim
Coogan .
OURLjADER
Ely (alias Mr. Liebow) is our Sponsor. He's a REAL nice guy, but if we
don 't say that the opinions expressed in this RECYCLABLE paper do not
necessarily concur with those of the administration, he may be just a
nice guy.

PRINT POLICY
The PR/ NT welcomes questions and comments from faculty and
students. ·Manuscripts should be typed, as concise as possible, and
signed by the author. Letters to th e Editor should he addressed to
FORUM . Rebuttals should be dated no later than two weeks after the
original article. Due to limited space, the PR/ NT reserves the right to
condense letters. Authors should limit their letters to 300 words. Guest
Editorials should be under 500 words and delivered to the Editor.
Deadline for a Thursday issue is the preceeding Friday.

· 2, December, 1971

The Drug Culture at UNI
The current use of drugs among youth across the nation is often and
widely publicized ; but it is difficult to determine the extent of drug
abuse in colleges of large enrollments.
Dr. Paul Poskozim, Associate Professor of the Northeastern Chemistry Department, recently conducted a 35 question drug survey in one
of his classes. Dr. Poskozim said he did it mainly out o(curiosity. "I
thought it would be interesting," he said. "It's a relevant topic that we
know very little about." 114 members of the class, Chemistry of Drugs,
took the survey. They were essentially 18-20 years old; 90% were
freshmen and sophomores, 58% female. The survey included questions
on types of drugs used, frequency of usage, various physical effects,
and availability of drugs.
Many of the questions dealt with marijuana usage and its effects.
45% of those surveyed thought that pot was used because people 'liked
the results; 30% thought the motivation was to relieve tension.' A
majority of the class (86%) throught that marijuana was easily obtainable, particularly from friends. 50% felt that pot should not be legalized
until it is better understood medically. Students generally considered
the drug to produce no hangover nor increased sexual activity, makes
one happy and relaxed, dilates the pupils and light sensitizes the eyes
somewhat, and has little or no effect on body temperature . 70% rated
the possibility of violence or danger or danger while under the influence
of pot as 'very little'. 45% thought creativity increased, while 35%
thought the ug t have no effect on creativity.
One section of the survey dealt with a comparison of pot use and
alcohol. Students felt that not only was grass use increasing, but
increasing in relation to alcohol. 90% of the students used alcohol,
mostly for social reasons. 60% thought that grass and alcohol affected
driving ability about equally.
Students rated stimulants amphetamine, methamphedamine, speed,
benzedrine, dexedrine - as the second most frequently used drug
class. Tranquilizers, LSD, and cocaine usage were generally thought be
much less prevalent. Most everyone considered LSD to be quite
dangerous and little-used at UNI. It is thought to be difficult to obtain.
Students gave divided opinions on the effects of LSD on creativity.
Two questions on the survey drew answers in significant proportions. One was that 55% of the class had never tried marijuana; which
in light of its purported availability and prevalence is surprising. The
second question dealth with use of heroin. Only 3% used heroin, and
only infrequently. 97% had never used the drug. "That," said Dr.
Poskozim, "I was really grateful to see."
The survey also questioned the students on drug use by their parents.
Approximately half of the parents used no type of drugs; almost 20%
used stimulants and approximately 15% used sleeping pills.
This survey was not meant to be conclusive; it merely provides a
general picture of drug usage trends in a random group of students. It's
interesting - and disturbing - to realize that in spite of wide-spread
drug abuse, very little is actually known about their physical psychological consequences. The Neuropsychiatric Institute of the University of California is currently conducting an extensive research
program on the effects of marijuana. Under a 250,000 grant from the
National Institute of Mental Health, the project pays students to live in
the Institute for anywhere from 12 to 35 days to be closely monitored
to be observe the effects of pot on the chromosones and on motor
activity. Research such as this will hopefully lead to an objective
understanding of these drugs and their possible consequences.

.SHAWN PHILLIPScoIDing Monday!

When Shawn began playing
music seriously in Texas when he
was 18, he used to back up people
like Jimmy Reed. When he moved
to California and started to get
interested in the "contemporary
folk" scene, he began to play
along with Barry McGuire and
Tim Hardin.
Tim Hardin and Shawn decided

The Travel Committee of the
Commuter Center Program Department reminds students, faculty and staff that they must make
their final plans for participation
in either of two Christmas-break
trips planned.
Featured are l O day stay in the
fabulous Costa Del Sol area Qf
Spain for a total price of $285.00,
covering the around trip flight
aboard a regularly scheduled Air
France flight to Maiga via Paris,

ain't no baby no more
come down and see us sometime
8:30-3:30
8:30-7:30

E-047
==================•t.:==================

for newspapers, misc. items
and film processing try
our kid
The Student Service Desk
in front of the auditorium
Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. _
Fri.

to go to New York, where Shawn "Run with the Wind". He played
eventually got a job playing in the · the part of a folk singer.
That was five years ago. Today
Night Owl. Then he got an agent,
and began playing clubs all over he writes all his own music, has a
new album out on A&M records,
the States.
He went to England and wound plays six and twelve string and
up doing two albums for Colum- electric guitars and has been playbia Records of "contemporary ing sitar for twelve years . Shawn
folk music", and acted in and will bring his music to the North
wrote the music for a film called Dining Hall on Monday, Dec. 6,
from 2-5 PM .

TRAVEL NOW!

The Book -Nook

Mon. Thurs. Fri.
Tues. Wed.

Page3
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8:00-7:30
8:00-5:00

transfers to and from Torremolinos-Fuengirola, Spain, the most
modern beach resort in Europe.
Travelers will be staying in modern new apartments along the
Mediterranean - all with private
baths, kitchettes and individual
beds (2 to a room). Each group
will be provided with a rental car
for individual and group sightseeing and travel within Spain.
Side trips to the fascinating port of
Tangier, Morroco, will be arranged. After basking in the warm
Spanish sun and eight nights of
night life provided by this unique
area, the travelers will depart for a
full day and night in the most romantic of European cities - Paris.
The next day the flight returns to
Chicago. Hotel included in Paris
of course. The trip is planned for
both individual travel tastes and
those who might prefer to remain
in a group. Multilingual guides
will meet the group upon arrival
' and will be available for assistance
at all times until departure. Called
the Costa Del Sol Espana Special,
this trip departs from Chicago De-

cember 27 , 197 l and returns here
January the 6th. There are remaining places available for this
trip to, certainly, one of the most
captivating parts of the World.

-Ski Quebec-

For those who might desire the
snow that Winter brings, tl;le Travel Committee has arranged for a
ski weekend in Quebec Province
of Canada. Departing Chicago,
December 31, 1971, aboard Air
France Jet just in time to settle· in
at the comfortable and centrally
located Sheraton-Laurentian Hotel in downtown Montreal, and
spend New Year's Eve in this city
that has be refered to as the Paris
of North America. Montreal is
never short of night life or restaurants, of wnich it boosts the modest number of over 4,000. On the
morning of the next day, Saturday, sleep late and enjoy Montreal by day, or get up and join the
ski excursion (no extra charge except for lift tickets) to the beautiful St. Sauveur des Mont ski
complex. You'll ski at Mont Gabriel, St. Adele and Sunday on
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Mont Trembl,ant, the finest skiing
in Eastern Canada. You'll return
DRIVE
Saturday night to your hotel in
A
Montreal ready to take part in
discovering another aspect of
Montreal. Sunday morning, take
your choice of skiiing or Quebec
City sightseeing, the only wall
city in North America. Return
Sunday night and enjoy Montreal
DURING
all over again, perhaps this time
making a point to pay a visit to
Ben's Delicatess.e n for a smoked
meat sandwich and a hunk of
, cheese cake. You'll spend the
night at your Hotel and Monday
• WORK FULL OR PART
morning is yours to do as you like
Tll\1E, DAYS OR
and the afternoon brings departure for Chicago (January 3rd.).
EVENINGS
The price of this quick getaway is
• WORK CLOSE TO HOME only $ I I 4.00, total.
This is the time to decide about
'
OR SCHOOL
travel to someplace distant with
the Travel Committee's modestly
• IMMEDIA1'E OPENINGS priced journeys. For more information read the description sheets
(Orange for Spain and White for
MALE OR FEMALE
Montreal) that are to be found in
MINIMUM AGE 18
the cafeteria area distribution
APPLY
boxes. For specific questions you
should contact Carol Burke-Fonte
845 WASHI NGTON
in office E223 of the Student Ser8:00 to 4 :30 DAILY
vices or through extension 568,
8 :00 to 11 :00 SAT.
578, or 598 .
Consider these trips, after all
CALL 421-1314
you really do owe it to yourself to
getaway from it all.

CHECKER

TAXI

CHRISTMAS
VACATIO"
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Art and lunch to he digested

SCHOLARSIDP FUND

Something for everyone is the goal of this trimester'.s FRENCH CLUB. Pleasing the populace
presents problems, but we at the FRENCH CLUB
are not impeded by this. With foresight and careful
planning we have developed a well-rounded schedule
of events for the remainder of the year that offers
SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE.
For the person who has a taste for culture, the
upcoming event may have some appeal. FRIDAY
DECEMBER 3, all interested persons are invited to
participate in a field excursion to the Art Institute. A
Chartered Limousine will leave the university
campus at 10:00 AM. The FRENCH CLUB does

not stop at that: WE OFFER MORE/ After an hour
or two with the impressionistic painters, our Chartered Limousine will shuttle our connoisseurs to a
near-by French Cafe where we will indulge in unsurpassed French cuisine. The cost for the Limousine is
$1.00 per patron plus any other expenses incurred at
the Cafe. The assemblage will depart for the university campus at 2:00 PM .
WHILE THE MEMBERS ARE NEW,
FRENCH CLUB'S TRADITION OF EXCELLENCE ENDURES.
sign up in D-019

SANTA WHO?

Dr. Angelina Pedroso & Dr. Sachs
VIEWING THE CHECK es- Jones Commercial High School.
tablishing the Dr. Pedroso Schol- Spanish Club and is to be
arship Fund at Northeastern II- awarded to a Spanish native stulinois University are Dr. Angelina dent at Northeastern. AnnouncePedroso, assistant professor of ment of the gift was made by SylSpanish for whom the fund is via Mendoza, president of the
named, and Dr. Jerome Sachs, Jones Spanish club, and Mrs.
president of the university. The Bonnie Jones, faculty sponsor.
$300 scholarship is a gift of the

It's getting near that time· of
year again when children look forward to Christmas trees, egg nog,
and Santa Claus. CORRECTION: Make that -it's that ti me of
year again when middle and upper
class kids can look forward to all
those "extras." For the 320,000
poor children on welfare in Cook
County, it's just another disappointing season of watching everyone else get visits fro m Santa.
It's almost enough to make you
want to do something about it,
isn't it? But, what can YOU do you're just one person, with a limited budget-right?
by: Scott Roudebush
Well a few other people felt that
Michael's Non-Soliloquy took place not as a matter of course, at same way, so they got together and
organized a drive to round up
drama workshop on Friday night; if what night it was really makes any
difference. And it stirred out souls so greatly that we all went right out · Christmas presents for the disadvantaged kids. What's the drive
that weekend and did absolutely nothing.
No, that's not necessarily true, although it's quite probable. We take about? First, take an old (but usso long to learn, yet forget with impunity, so quickly . _...
able) sweater to one of the shops
listed below and •:my a new one.
Michael's Non-Soliloquy was an "improv." But it was founded on
what was evidently a profound premeditation. It took place in front of (You were wondering what to get
for someone special for Christan old master-Alan Bates; and it was delivered to a circular gathering
mas?) Then, those stores will take
of fellow students, and friends . Timely, it was also timeless.
your old sweater and one dollar
I must paraphrase, because I was too awestruck to perform any
from the cost of the new sweater
mental stenographic gymnastics ; but in essence, here is Michael's
and deposit it with either Jane AdNon-Soliloquy:
* I've got to say something. I realize that I have friends here in this dams Center on the North Side or
the Better Boys Foundation on the
class, and also on campus, that I could easily offend, and yet I have got
to say something.
·
This has to do with You and Me. And why we don't care. Why don't
we care? We come to this class-we who come-and then we sit here,
expecting to be entertained. T hose of us who don't come, who- well,
look around! - who aren't here time after time . .. is Friday too difficult
for them? For us?
term papers
Maybe class shouldn't be on a Friday night-one Friday night a
theses
week!- maybe everyone has to socialize that night and has no time for
dissertations
class. Maybe that's it. And how about preparation? How many of us
have really written anything-are even trying to produce?
Any yet Alan freely structures his class - allows for extra-wide
margins of non-inhibition ... do we just sign up because we value
registering our names for an A and then sitting around-or not even
sitting around-and waiting for it to come to us?
T he apathy at this school makes me sick; but the apathy I see in this
IBM electric,
class, by this class' definition, ma kes me want to scream out against it. I
50c per page
am hereby screaming out against it. *
(Dear Mike:
I didn't quote you, and yet, I sincerely hope that I didn't misquote
you . . . You said something not ·unlike what has been said before,
Mrs. Cohen Eves. 338-5242
perhaps, but you said it; and what you even silently implied, I took the
liberty to infer aloud.
Thanks.)
.... is this what we do with "Freedom" when we fi nally get it? I
think he's asking all of us-and so am I. Again.

essence

West side, for the use of the welfare mothers during the bitter cold
months of winter and to promote
the rights and opportunities of
others having problems in extremely poor areas. All money
raised will go directly to the needy,
as will the old sweaters. There are
NO administrative expenses in the
collection.
Kenan Heise and Arthur Allen
decided to do something too. T hey
wrote a book, The Death of
Christmas, which is a testimony of
the poor in jails and nursing
homes and halfway houses. It has
kids shooting acid, afraid to go
home, and Moses· (an Orthodox
Jew) in a flop house on Xmas day,
together with the stories of welfare
mothers, a suicidal Jesus (a Latin)
in a bar on Christmas eve, and other stories. The book is published
by Follett pub. co. and sells for
$1.50. All proceeds from the book
are going to the "Neediest Children's Christmas Fund", operated
by staff volunteers of the Cook
County Department of Public

J~
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=time,

Once

Thurt. thru Sun. nltes,
10:30 P;M . MARK Ill
Nlte Club
97th * Stony Island

.

Pappadapoulis

wastheonfy
GIit of

his kind.

Shisk-Ke-Bob Time
3253 W. Bryn Mawr
Shisk-Ke-Bob 70c

Hamburger or
Hot Dog with fries 60c

free beverage with
any purchase on
presentation
of this ad

ROOK ONE
2917 N. Broadway
525-7272

LIZA JEAN
2542 W. Devon
338-2353
BOTTOM'S UP BOUTIQUE
2908 N. Broadway
525-4510

''WAR AND PEACE''
DECEMBER 1 - 7 INCLUSIVE
PART I A T 2:30 A ND 8 :00 P.M.
NO MATINE E SUN DAY, DECEMBER 5TH

DECEMBE R 8 - 14 INCLUSI V E
PART II
AT 2:30 AND 8 :00 P.M.

COMPLETE FILM
SATURDAY EVEN ING DE CEMBE R 4TH & 11TH
AT 7:00 P.M.

A. WA L T E R READE T H E A TRE

!58 E. OAK S TREET

•

REGULA R ADMISSION PRICES
WATCH DAILY NEWSPAPERS
FOR SCHEDULES

3 3 7•1117

64 Oz. Pifchu of Millet'$ Bee., U.95
LIGHT OR DARK

CASUAL & COZY
ROARING F.IREPLACES

• GREAT SATURDAY &
SUNDAY BRUNCH
11 A .M. - 3 P.M.
Steak & Eggs, potatoes,
english muffins. HARVEY
WALLBAHGER, Screwdriver.
Bloody Mary or juice , &
coffee or tea . .. only $1 .95

up tome..

St.,,in9

UNl>A De(()ff • DAVID DOWNING • Auo6,t< Prnd,c« lloWII) SMIIIDEIS"
• Scru

npl, y bv

IRl~.::.:;=E--::---+
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101111' sotLffT • Diftctt d by .lff lOlJNG ~
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M,,,, «o«d by CiAIIY IBMAII • Colo, by MC>VIELAB
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• PEANUTS IN THE SHELL

NOW PLAYING
VILLAGE
Clark & North

400

6746 N. Sheridan

• BARBECUE RIBS
& CHICKEN
• BRATWURST & OTHER
"'GREAT"' CHARCOAL
BROILED ITEMS

B,wd on the: novd byt lUCHARD FARINA

Productd bv llOIElf M. IOSENTHAL

Parking: 2 E. Oak

GIANT HAMBURGERS

clownso~
it looks Oki
BARRY PRIMIJS

a variety of
sandwiches

THE CLOTHES CLOSET
3302 N. Broadway
935-3250

LIMITED ENGAGEMENTS

typed

BROWN * THE ORGANIZERS

Aid, 3 i 8 W. Adams Street. The
fund also distributes every cent it
collects directly to the neediest
welfare families . So even if you
can't afford a new sweater, $1 .50
shouldn't be TOO hard to save
up.
Those stores to go to are:
MALE ONE
1608 N. Wells
Pipers Alley
664-0978

• COCKTA ILS
& HOT DRINKS

HYDE PARK I
53rd & Lake Pk.

CORONET
Evanston

"'Prices For The Student "s Budget'"

2741 W. Howard St. 973-0990

1447 N. Wells 664-2393

• Open from Lunch toll 2 AM 7 Days a Week• AMPLE FREE PARKING
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Odell Brown & The Organizers
"Designed for those who go for the class in one of the best groups on the jazz scene, and they
jazz-for those who live it and love it, and for those remain so without commercializing their music.
who make a living of it". If you listen to WG RT 950 Many 'jazz' groups claim the same distinction, but •
radio on weekdays from 11 :00 A.M. to 12:00 noon, not as many fulfill it. Those of you who really know
this statement introducing Daddio'sjazz patio should jazz are aware of this .
sound familiar. If you were fortunate enough to see
The group is currently playing in the Mark III
Odell Brown & The Organizers in concert at North- Night Club, _87th & Stony Island, on Thursday
eastern earlier this year, another familiar sound to -through Sunday nights at 10:30 P.M. Phil Upchurch
sits in on guitar on Thursdays, and during the late
sets on Fridays, Saturdays, and Sundays, Delores
Scott and Sue Conway sound and look a whole lot
like Aretha and Roberta singing together in front of
Odell. If you want to hear probably the best jazz
happening in this town right now, a fifty minute drive
to an excellent night club on one of four possible
nights shouldn't deter you. Incidentally, the cover
charge is only $1.00, on the week nights and $2.00 on
weekends. The drinks are reasonably priced.
One note on the group's versatility: Odell attributes his rhythmic sound on the organ to his ability to
play four percussion instruments; Duke, in addition
to being able to play 'J)roficiently every mean on the
bagpipes; Curtis on Drums and Calvin on Conga and
other percussion usually come up with about seven
· you on the piano is a frequent cut or two played off different percussion sounds nightly, and when Upone of the six Odell Brown albums. If you miss The church isn't doing his thing on guitar, "sweet Ken"
Organizers during the patio, you can depend on more than .adequately provides that needed mellow
catching them during the rest of the day on the Merri guitar sound.
Hope to see you there when it all happens again
Dee show, 2:00 P.M. WBEE 1570 jazz radio, or at
night on the Yvonne Daniels show, WSDM 97.9 this weekend, because if you come once, you may
end up taking four nights off a week ... regularly.
FM.
The fact is, Odell ·Brown & The Organizers are
-Kevin J. Burke (ext. 539)

Winter and summer stu~ent jobs in Europe
Thousands of paying student
jobs are available in Europe. Winter jobs are immediately available
in ski resorts, hotels and restaurants; and summer jobs are available throughout Europe in resorts,
restaurants, hotels, hospitals, factories, offices, shops, and doing
baby sitting, manual labor, camp
counseling, and a number of other
categories. Most of the jobs are in
Switzerland, France, Germany
and Spain, but selected positions
are available in other countries.

Standard wages are always paid
and free room and board are provided in most cases.
All of this means that any
American college student willing
to work can now earn a trip to Europe . A few weeks work at a paying job more than pays for one of
the new round-trip youth fare
tickets to Europe, and a few more
weeks on the job supplies more
than enough money for traveling
around Europe. The Student
Overseas Services (SOS), a

Room For Rent: Nice Furn. Room, Kitchen Privi-

leges, For One or Two Female Students Vicinity-Elston-Irving Park $60 Monthly for One. $80
Monthly for Two. 583-6114.

· Luxembourg student organization, will obtaiff a job, work permit, visa, and any other necessary
working papers for any American
college student who applys.
Any student may obtain application forms, job listings and descriptions, and the SOS Handbook
on earning a trip to Europe by
sending their name, address,
educational institution, and $ I
(for addressing, handling & postage) to SOS-Student Oveseas Services, Box 51 73, Santa Barb~ra.
California 93108. Winter ski resort jobs and jobs at the summer
Olympic Games in Munich, Germany, should be applied for immediately!

NORTHWEST ERN
BUSINES S COLLEGE

3314 W. FOSTER
CHICAGO 478-1490
732 ELM ST.
WINNETKA 446-7343
(Lower·Level of the Fell Mall)

STEREO LP's

$3.19
8 TRACK-C ASSE TTE S
REELS
$4.95

• Secretarial
• Bus. Admin.
• Stenographic
• Accounting
• Comptometry
• Bookkeeping
• Shorthand
• Typewriting

Day and eveni ng classes - enroll
any time - Diploma awarded Co-ed - Free placement service Veteran Approved .

masucamba!
by MIGUEL A. RIOS &
HECTOR LUIS ROSARIO

Education in the U.S . is not geared towards minority groups. It is
motivated to develope conformist products that will promote U .S.
Sumpemacy and Imperialism. Anglo institutions perpetuate the capitalist establishment by turning out, through an effective process of education, thoroughly brain washed, systemized individuals (robots/automations whose sole purpose in life is to "serve" in the manner
in which they have been taught:
- To have a house, a car, and a golf game.
-Above all not to stir waves or rock the boat.
Consequently, of all the major world powers, the U .S. is the one that
suffers most bitterly a crisis in it's educational system. Some have the
audacity to ask, 'what does education mean to the individual ?' At the
university level isn't it called 'higher learning?'' Is it an inquisitive
process of searching for the truth?
Until recently minority groups have been deprived of opportunities
to educate themselves due to racism and prejudice. The accomplishments that have been made, have been a consequence of our
militant struggle, voicing our oppression and the injustice that we have
suffered and still being committed against us. For instance:
- Puerto Ricans are less than 1% at N . I. U ., a state institution in a
city with the 2nd largest concentration of our people in the U.S.
- There is no relevancy contained in the curriculum for our people as
far as the politics of oppression. What is there in each department
which contains some kind of relevancy to the oppressed and exploited?
- Educational institutions are charged with the manufacture of
teachers who will go·out to look for jobs, if there are any, in an effete
system that is played or toyed around with by effete politiqueros. They
go into our communities - they are these anglos and whitewashed
Ricans, Chicanos, and Blacks; tools of racist history , and capitalist
intentions - nice people - who fear to express human sensitivity, fear to
recognize and disseminate knowledge of our history, ·culture, and life
style; but are used to distort and confuse our way of being.
In the process we have seen many of our brothers and sisters
internalize the biased values that have denied us our heritage, dignity,
and honor. It has been made a sin for us to recover our past because the
man knows that once we awaken from our cultural, patriotic, and
spiritual stupor, we will get together and unite to overcome the chains
that he, the oppressor has imposed on us .

Recycling
The U.N.I. Ecology Club in conjunction with the Logan Square
Neighborho1.1d Association Environment Committee is having a newspaper and can recycling drive on Saturday, December 11th from I0 :00
a.m. til 6:00 p.m. at five locations.
You may help in our effort to promote a better environment by
dropping off your newspapers and cans at one of the sites listed below.
I. Linden and Kedzie (Behind the Terminal Restaurant)
2. Ridgeway and Armitage (Admiral Parking Lot)
3. Francisco and Schubert (St. Luke's Lutheran Church)
4. Lawndale and North Avenues (Maternity of B. V .M. Church
Parking Lot)
5. Richmond and Palmer (St. Sylvester's Parking lot)
Your club may cooperate in a group effort in which you may benefit
, financially, for more details concerning this please call 384-4370.
1RECYCLING DIRECTIONS:
Newspapers - bundle with string, bring newspapers to the site by 6:00
p.m. on Saturday, Dec. 11th. Sorry we cannot handle magazines
cardboard or paper bags.
Cans - rinse, remove paper labels, separate food and beverage cans,
flatten food cans totally and semi-flatten beverage cans.

ABORTIONS

Est. Over 50 Years

$135

2405 W. ARMI TAG E
ARmitage 6-1788

00

Please send free booklet:
Name ...... . .. . .... . ....... .
Phone ... .. . .. .. ..... . . . . . . . .
Add ress ......... .... . ... .. .. .
City ... ....... .. .... ... . ... . .
State . .. . . . ... Zip .......... .

LIM OUSINE SERVICE

l201) 947-1767
HELP A"-G I RL

ELEMENTARY
jwould you like to start an ele- ,
mentary education club() it will be
I a lot of fun and very worthwhile.
• IF INTERESTED PLEASE SEE
DENISE JOHNSON OR ELSE
SIGN THE PETITION IN THE
ELEM. ED. DEPT. YOU WILL
BE HEARING FURTHER INFORMATION SOON. THANK
YOU. Denise C. Johnson, Student
, Senator

- WORLD FAMOUS -

COMPLETE LINE OF

PANASONIC®

PIZZA IN THE PAN
"eat it with a knife & fork"
(IT'S THICK)

NO ONE SELLS
PANASONIC FOR LESS

@!~~~c~!~~Ns
CHICAGOLANDS CONCERT CENTER

visit our @11' i.Englisq dining room

2727 W. HOWARD STREET
OPEN,MON-SAT 11:00 A.M. • SUNDAY 2:00 P.M.
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Peace ·center

LIBBY EXHIBITION

YEARBOOKS
ANYONE?,

The Peace and World Affairs
Center at 926 Chicago Ave. in
Evanston underwent a few major
changes over the summer which
include becoming a membership
organization. They have also expanded and increased activities to
confront racism, sexism, poverty,
and repression, as well as anti-war
movements.
While "social change through
direct action" is the new by-word
at the center, members strive to
continue more internalized services like regularly scheduled
draft counseling, a program of
abortion counseling and a referal
set up in cooperation with

Remember those books you got
every year with everybody's pictors - any body who wants to
ture? And the listing of all the . help. Work during your breaks beclubs you proclaimed membership tween classes or whenever there's
in? Well, UNI has those books, a free hour.
too. But, they don't · make themselves.
So, come down to the Yearbook
Office, room E-41 (which is at the
The 1972 BEEHIVE staff are
east end of the checkroom) Monlooking for typists, artists, writers,
day thru Firday, 12:15-1:15 to
proofreaders, photographers, edilearn more about it. Or, drop a
note in the yearbook mailbox.

CHOICE.

An excellent lending library of
movement books and underground press papers are available
for reference . Current political Tom Libby and one of his paintings.
paperbacks, buttons, and bumpSHOWN WITH ONE OF HIS
erstickers are for sale.
PAINTINGS is Tom Libby, art
Films and speakers are schedinstructor at Northeastern Illinois
uled periodically in the future to
University, whose work is now on
keep the community informed on
what's happening.
' display in the university office of
campus planning, 3237 West Bryn
If you're interested in joining,
Mawr Ave. Libby says his work
helping, or want more informaexpresses the tension and amtion write or visit the center at the
biguity of twentieth century
address given above.

1

NORTHEASTERN SPECIAL
America. He is a graduate of
McAllister College, St. Paul,
Minn ., did graduate work at the
University of Minnesota, and
studied Scandanavian design at
the University of Oslo. He has exhibited at the Minneapolis Art Institute, St. Paul Art Center, and
the Hechscher Museum on Long
Island.

FLEA
MARKET
SALE!!!

HujaIDho

Rafiki
by Eugene Barnes and Debbie Washington ·

.. from Nigeria. It is believed to symbolize Unity.
by

Black:
Eugene Barnes
Jambo, would you come and see me on Tuesday or Thursday during
Black Caucus or Black Heritage meeting in Mr. Spellers' Office. The
purpose of this meeting will be to discuss and select candidates for this
Black column. Who can be either male or female. You can see me
Eugene Barnes or Mr. Speller in portable east. If you can think and are
considerate of your black heritage and brothers and sisters, you can
become reporter for this column. You need not have written on a
newspaper before,just an ability to communicate on paper, will suffice.
I'll look forward to meeting you before the semester is up.
Red :

As we move forward toward another New Year, let us keep in mind
black Heritage week in February. Our Heritage work shop requests
your presence on Tuesdays and Thursdays at 4 P.M ., various black
presentations will be on the agenda; but to make it truly a dynamic for
the community that we see every day and our selves, we would dig a
few more participants. Last years Heritage week was a black delicacy.
Lets prepare this festive feast so that our ancestors will leave their
archives and visit our spiritual week of blackism. We look forward to
seeing you during the workshop.
Green:
Lets be thankful this season, for the ancestorial spirits, both living
and unseen that/who have aided in the preservation of our home land
from which our elders ancestors were brought, Afrika. Let us be
thankful also of the ancestorial spirits both living andunseen that have
carried us as far as they have in the year 1971.
Finally, lets be thankful for the brother and sister who have helped us
in time of need and that we will make it our own to hand a hand to a
hand.
When a black peers through the front of his European mask, he had
better see his black beauty. If he peers and sees nothing, he had better
know he has not been born . ... . .. . .. born into a black civilization that
has and must again shape their own destiny. Will a brother or sister
come back into the fold of black folk, amen, Black peace and Love.

Two people really together, laughing,
loving, looking for tomorrow.
See for yourself our selection of
quality rings.
To assure your satisfaction we will
exchange or refund full value.
You won't be hassled at Hollands .

119 N . WABASH

- - - - - - - - - - - - - • COUl'UN • - - - - - - - - - - - - -

•

WOODFIELD

•

EVERGREEN

•

LAKEHURST

sell your handcrafted
wares to our UN I
community
at our fir-st annual
FLEA MARKET SALE
Dec. 7, 8, 9 10 am - 3 pm
A Lounge
Fill out application and return to
envelope on door of E- 205 North
(above cafeteria).
Sponsored by Communter Center
Aclivities Board.

You don't have to be
a hustler to play pool.
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Present this coupon
and play for 1/3 off
the hourly rate.
Miss Cue
3305 N. Ashland

Little English
5658 W. -Diversey

24 TABLES

18 TABLES

House of Lords
Irving-Harlem Plaza
Norridge
20 TABLES
EXPIRES: 1-30 ·-72

------------- . ------------------'

B B. KING
"LIVE" IN COOK COUNTY JAIL
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by Greg Kmiec

You all remember me, I hope; I'm your ex-Vice-President. Do you
know what really makes me mad? No, it's not finding both reserved
texts for next period's test out on loan. No, it's not even showing up for
your only Saturday class, at 8:00 am naturally, and finding out your
instructor is sick, aw. It's spending all Sunday afternoon washing and
waxing your car, while listening to Brickhouse, Kup and the Bears,
then returning from your 2:00 pm Monday class to find your car under
a layer of sand. There ought to be a law against sandblasting a Science
Building just after you wash your car. There just ought to be a law.

Angel of mercy,
here are your
•

.wings.

Well, now to the business at hand. At the Senate meeting of Nov. 18,
a significant character development occurred. It is significant in this
aspect: the character developed belongs to an unannounced Presidential candidate, fellow Senator Jay Cuneen. How do I know that he is a
Presidential candidate? I was told as much by a good friend of his, or at
least who was a good friend of his, one of our fellow Senators. I was not
told this information in confidence because at least nine or ten other
Senators I questioned also knew. So, I have no reservations about
passing it on to you, since the students should be at least as informed as
their Senators.
When you read the minutes of that meeting, you'll see a motion
concerning the possibility of hiring through Student Fees a lobbyist,
"an information director," to watch after Northeastern's interests
down in Springfield. Now in order to analyze the situation properly,
you must remember that this motion was the culmination of discussion.
Let me try to retrace the entire character development.

President Whatshisname wasn't there, so our Vice-President called
the meeting to order. After the roll and some minor old business, up
spoke Honest Jay. It seems that he had met with a gent who had
wanted to lobby for us down in Springfield. This gent was already
getting a salary from Western, or somebody like that; he was looking
after their interests with regards to any actions taken by the
Board-of-Governors. Honest Jay argued that it stands to reason that
any representation of one school under the Board-of-Governors' control benefits us by acting as representation for all the other schools
under the Board's control.
Someone inquired then, what exactly was the point? Jay explained
that this gent wants us to hire him too-; but he didn;t feel we ought to
hire him simply because we could ride along on Westerh's (or somebody's like that) representation, or so it was explained to us. But
Honest Jay did think we, the Senate, ought to show this gent that we
did want his representation. He presented with his plan: we could pass
an appropriatioi:i bill to hire this gent, _yet word it so restrictively that it
would never clear the Dean's office-pretty low, Jay.

As an Air· Force Nurse, you've got a chance to make
your life as rewarding as your work. An opportunity
to serve your Country and the men defending it perhaps as a flight nurse evacuating the sick and
injured, or as a specialized nurse in one of the
many modern Air Force hospitals. And with it, a
social life second to none.

Find yowsel in the Aw fotce Nwse Co,ps.

After some discussion on the subject, most of it to the effect that
Jay didn't want to hire the gent in the first place, why did he want to
play games with our money, a motion was passed. It read, in essence,
that the Student Government refrain from hiring a lobbyist, "an information director" to quote.
The motion in effect laid it out in the open; there were no hidden
meanings. It was clear, concise and honest. The vote was 15 for the
motion and I or 2 against. I'll give you one guess who was the only one,
or was it one of the only two, who voted against the motion. Honest
Jay, you say?
You understand, of course, I'm not headhunting. I'd like to close
with a note to Jay : you are, I hope, still my friend; but if it takes this
kind of exposition to clean up the Senate, I'll do it regardless of who is
involved.

VISIT THE AIR FORCE
NURSE OFFICE
536 South Clark Street
Chicago, Illinois 60605
_ _ _ _ ___,;Ph~•.;;3..;.1_2_--3_53;::..---=-65=-8=-=0=--_ _ _ _ _ __., NEXT COLUMN : WHAT'S RIG HT WITH THE SENATE
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MUSIC

Writing a music column for this
paper does have distinct advantages, as I found out last Friday,
for A&M Records requested my
presence at the Quiet Knight for
the Chicago debut of two of their
artists, Cheech and Chong, and
Merry Clayton9 " Wow ," I
thought, "a freebie! Thi s sounds
good!" It was .
·
Cheech and Chong are a comedy team made up of one freaky
Chicano (Cheech) and one freaky
Chinese (Chong), who together
did some weird, wickedly funny
material Friday night. Weird , because it's what you could call
counter-culture humor. It touches
on all the aspects of the underground socie ty -dope, mu sic,
hitch-hiking, Viet Nam, more
dope, rock concerts, appearing in
court, AM disc jockeys, more
dope, etc., etc. Part of the humor
comes from the fact that these are
situations we've all come in contact with, and part of it comes
from the way Cheech and Chong
exaggerate these situations to the
point of absurdity.
Merry Clayton has been around
for a while, backing up people like
the Stones, Leon Russell, Joe
Cocker, et al. Now she's on her
own and sounding mighty fine .
Backed up by a tight group consisting of drums, bass, guitar, and
electric piano, Merry put on one
hell of a show. Her distinctive
voice can cut like a cold steel
plade (like on "Gimme Shelter")
or slide smooth and sweet (like on
"A Song for You"). Even though
she does others' material, (Neil
Young, Carole King, Bill Withers)
Merry blends them into her own
high-tension style, making them
sound totally new.
Cheech and Chong and Merry
Clayton were definitely two acts
worth catching. A fine night, it
was.
And the free beer wasn't bad
either.

WINTER MUSIC
FESTIVAL
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List Price $5.98
Regular $4.69

·Follett's Northside Book Store
3417 W. Bryn Mawr

Dana
Mentgen

These Six Only
$3.59
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Varsity Basketball Schedule
1971-1972

DAY

DATE

TEAM

PLACE

TIME

Friday

November 19

George Williams
Tourn.
same as above
Concordia
1.1.T.

Away

8:00P.M.

Away

Roosevelt

Home

Chicago State
North Park
Niles
'
Hamline
Parsons
Niles
Quincy
St. Xavier
Chicago State
Lewis
Judson
Chicago Circle
Shaw College
Detroit University
Parsons
Roosevelt
Judson
1.1.T.
Chicago Circle
St. Xavier

Away
Away
Away

8:00P,M .
8:00 P.M .
8:.0 0P.M.
8:00 P.M.
8:00P.M.
8:00 P.M .
8:00P.M .
.8:00P.M .
8:00 P.M .
8:00 P.M .
8:00P .M.

Saturday
Wednesday

Saturday
Wednesday
Thursday
Saturday
Friday
Saturday
Tuesday
Friday
Saturday
Tuesday
Friday ·
Wednesday
Friday
Friday
·Tuesday
Wednesday
Saturday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Friday
Tuesday
Friday

November20
December I
December4
December8
December9
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Football Club Raffle Winners
.~

-

Winners of the Football Raffle are:
1. G. Amore 5844'foster - Portable TV
2. Mary DiSalvo 4919 N. Mobile - Cas.e tte T,ape Player
3. Bruce Batten 6309 W. Bernice - Portable Radio
4. Joe Bush 304S. Redfield
. .- ..Portable Radio

.

UNI Hockey Team
Roster
Number Name

BASKETBALL
Sat. at 1.1.T.
Wed. - Roosevelt
Home (gym) 8 p.m.

Athletic Director: NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
Mr. Charles Kane
_Coach: Spin Salario

-

OF ALL SORTS
P111ition

i , Rob~rt Dunn
2 · Low1e Litrenta
3 Mar~ Breen
4 Charles Riggle
.'i Richard Neubau,=r
6 Larry Jacoby
7 Chris Wells
K Mike;Novak
i
; IJ J~me~ Scannell. \
to Jack Paglini
,
j I Howie Whitehouse
12 Ray ~mith
!
(1 Ralp~ Capparelli!
14 Jerry Miceli
,
16 Otto Fladischer
17 Don Lewin
111 . i M ike Andrews
19 ' Fred Menzer
Terry Gober
Phil Czernik
Dan Spiess
Marc Century

1

INTRAMURAL
FOOTBALL·
by CCHlrad Firszt
Intramural football is all over.
The Big Kahoonas took first
place, the Big Shots second, the
Brahmas II third, and TKE Grey
fourth.
Earlier in the year, the Big Kahoonas beat the Big Shots 6-0 in a
squeaker. In the championship
game on November 9, it was the
same story. The Kahoonas · won
again, 6-0. It was a well-played
and very exciting game. The Big
Shots were trying for a touchdown
that would have tied the game
right up-until t~e final whistle
blew.
In the third place game, it was
the Brahmas II, all the way, as they
whipped theTKEGreyteam 12-0.
It was the first time that the
Brahmas put an offense . together
and they simply controlled the
game.
Well, that's all there is. My congratulations go out to all the teams
that made the playoffs, and especially to the Big Kahoonas.

1

G-RW
D-RW
D
D
D-RW

'o

RW

D-RW-C
LW i
LW i
C . I
RW-0

C-L~
D
C-LW
LW
D-C
C-LW,
D-L~ -G
C
G-RW
G

It wasn't built in a day.
soylelse

SOfflebody didn't jusl
besides the yeor,.
·.·Hey. this is the year lo, lit.lie .Improvements. 2.21157 of rhem
ecOflomycors - let"sbuildone,"
If there ' s one thing w
nd there oppeored o 197 learned about making econ
Volkswogen.
omy cors, it's this: ~
Foct is, 25 yeon of Volh- here's no wch
wogens preceded it.

GLENLAKE
VOLKSWAGEN

603S N. BROADWAY
Open Eves .
BR S• 3S00
Cl osed Sun. @

PLANS CHANGE?
CAREER TRAINING
MEANS

JOBS
SPECIAL PROGRAMS
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS

P1ZZABASH
and
DANCE

Dec. 4 Sat. 8 :30 - 1:00
at

BLAIR HOUSE
½ blk. off Michigan Ave.

Parking ½ blk. away

Entertainment by Jerry Quist & his

PROUD FLESH
Stag or dates
ALL UNI STUDENTS admitted for $1.00
with I.D.

over 600 young singles are expected

FREE PIZZA
all you can eat
This will be a

UNIVERSAL SINGLES, inc. Production
for info call Mike Feltes 26·3-2954

•u•-••u•
-C•<I•

"U.S." presents a

153 East Erie

th,ng os on over -

And we JNI j n something night success.

